
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of product / sales
manager. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the
list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for product / sales manager

Converts user feedback into requirements into an initial design and provides
capacity and budget estimates (+/- 50%)
Develops a quarterly plan for enhancements committed for delivery and gets
alignment from customers, Stakeholders and IT leadership
Establish reporting in SFDC for BVC Platform that meets the need of the
Individual Sales Rep, Sales Director and SVP levels
Drive the engineering team & contractors to deliver the components on time
and within (+/- 10%) of budget
Drive customer requirements into product capabilities using agile
development process
As a product owner, prioritize product backlog according to multiple drivers
Write clear and concise user stories to articulate functional requirements
Actively participate in scrum team to ensure product features are built as per
the specifications defined
Deliver sales enablement assets including webinars, presentations, sales
demos, customer case studies, white papers, and release documentation
Engage and collaborate with cross-functional groups, including UX,
Engineering, QA, Release Management, Customer Success, InfoDev, and
Support

Qualifications for product / sales manager

At least 5+ years experience in poultry business
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At least 15 years of aerospace industry experience, working with commercial
and/or military customers and various aerospace technologies such as
electro-mechanical components, electronics, avionics, turbine engines,
landing gear, hydraulics, pneumatics, safety equipment
Experience developing and implementing basic sales/marketing campaigns,
which may include brochures, sales collateral pieces, e-mail campaigns,
PowerPoint presentations, direct marketing, and use of 3rd party databases
to determine target audiences
In partnership with assigned Account Executive and Solution Consultant,
present our Project Portfolio Suite (PPS) solution directly to prospects,
customers and at industry events and seminars
Articulate customer success strategies (and losses) to the field in order to
streamline and standardize PPS solution presentations and value proposition


